NOVICE

The Novice level is characterized by the ability to communicate minimally with learned material. The learner is able to respond to and initiate a range of typical and usually quite formulaic everyday social interactions. Much of the spoken material in the learner’s command consists of discrete memorized phrases and structures. The learner functions best when s/he is the initiator of the interaction and/or remains in primary control of the direction and complexity level of the conversation. The Novice learner can be best understood by educated native speakers of Khmer with a good deal of experience not only with language learning themselves but also significant exposure to non-native speakers of Khmer. Uneducated native speakers, especially speakers of highly marked dialects, often have significant problems both parsing the Novice learner’s grammatical constructions and understanding the learner’s attempts to correctly produce Khmer phonetics.

Novice-Level Errors

First, note that here we’re discussing learners who are native speakers of American English and have had no or very little exposure to Khmer language and culture. A few students relevant to this discussion are Khmer Americans with extremely low or no practical Khmer communication skills, either aural or oral. Even more infrequently, we
see Beginning SEASSI learners who are not native speakers of English but come from a European or even Latin American country, or from countries such as Thailand and Vietnam. However, since the vast majority of our learners at this level are American English native speakers, we will focus our error analysis on that group.

In general, the phonetic command of Khmer by the Novice learner is marked by several serious deficiencies. This is especially true of vowels, and in particular diphthongs. Learners at this level often produce vowels which are in effect American English sounds and fall quite a bit short of the intended Khmer vowel value, especially when the learners still have problems distinguishing the sounds themselves in listening (which is quite common at this level). We can perhaps generalize by saying that most of the central position Khmer vowels are missing from American English, so it is understandable that learners have particular trouble with these sounds. Nevertheless, below we will consider several problem vowels separately, including non-central vowels which prove difficult for learners.

Some characteristic problem vowels include /o/, /u/, /ou/ and /uu/ (learners who speak a romance language well have less problems producing these sounds than monolingual English-speaking Americans). /ae/, /ai/ and /aw/ are also difficult for students. Differentiating /a/ and /e/ is almost always a serious stumbling block for the Novice learner. Furthermore, in students often confuse the vowels /a/ and /e/. It is also quite common for Novice learners to have difficulty distinguishing between first series /ae/ and /ay/ in their speech. The same distinction problem exists for first series /ao/ vs. /aw/, and with the production of second series /aw/ in general.
Another general vowel pronunciation problem is producing vowels of correct length, a very important and distinctive factor in Khmer vowel sounds. Novice learners tend to produce long vowels in Khmer which are not quite long enough, and short vowels which are not quite short enough. This is due to the fact that there are no vowel length contrasts in English. Some examples of short vs. long vowels in Khmer follow: descripcion/ /?a/ as in /caʔ/ “to inject” vs. /ʔaa/ as in /caʔ/ “to depart”; /ʔu/ as in /tuk/ “to keep” vs. /uu/ as in /tuuk/ ’boat’; /ʔa/ as in /bət/ ‘to close’ vs. /ʔeʔ/ as in /bəet/ ’to inhale’; /ʔi/ as in /cɪɛk/ vs. /ii/ as in /ccii/ ’to hear’; /ʔuʔ/ as in /tuʔ/ ‘to be stopped up’ vs. /ʔua/ as in /tuʔ/ ‘raised mound of earth’.

Novice learners of Khmer also tend to have problems producing initial consonants where clear distinctions are required between aspirated and unaspirated, e.g. /k/ vs. /kh/ and /c/ vs. /ch/, etc. Learners also have trouble distinguishing between unvoiced unaspirated and nonvoiced aspirated sounds such as /t/ vs. /tȹ/ and between the voiced/unvoiced labial consonants such as /b/ and /p/. The source of this error is that English voiceless stops have an aspirated and unaspirated allophone, so that aspiration in English has no function (is not distinctive), at least not in initial position.

Finally, learners at this level often fail to correctly produce word-final aspiration and glottal stops, and final /c/ is often mistakenly rendered as /t/, whereas final /n/ is rendered as /n/. To generalize, we can say that the palatal codas which are typically Mon Khmer are often rendered by Novice learners as dentals. In general, final consonants, which are always unreleased in Khmer, are often pronounced by
Novice learners as released consonants, as final stops are pronounced in English.

**Novice-Low**

Oral production consists of isolated words and perhaps a few high-frequency phrases. Essentially no functional communicative ability.

- Speaker may know a few high-frequency expressions such as: ជីញ្ញឹម /cumriəp suə/ ‘formal respectful greeting’, ឃុំសុំ /ʔaa kun/ ‘thank you’; ចិនឈឺ /mın ʔəy tee/ ‘never mind’, ‘it’s fine’, ‘you’re welcome’ ដែ /ʔaa/ ‘good’, ឬចិនឈឺ /tək təc/ ‘a little’ (informal colloquial form).
- May be able to name a few typical food items or everyday objects (say, less than 20% of the items in each list in document S.S.1).

Learners sometimes enter a language program at this level of proficiency due to exposure with Khmer friends or boyfriend/girlfriend/spouse, or experience in the country. Assuming, however, that learners begin a language program as "true beginners," it is expected that they will attain this level of speaking proficiency by midway through Week One of SEASSI or roughly the end of Week Three of a semester language program (approximately 12 instructional hours).

**Novice-Mid**

Oral production continues to consist of isolated words and learned phrases within very predictable areas of need, although quantity is increased. Vocabulary is sufficient only for handling simple, elementary needs and expressing basic courtesies. Utterances rarely consist of more than two or three words and show frequent long pauses and
repetition of interlocutor’s words. Speakers may have some difficulty producing even the simplest utterances. Some Novice-Mid speakers will be understood only with great difficulty. The Novice-Mid speaker, especially in an intensive program such as SEASSI, may know a surprising number of isolated words and phrases which can often be quite rapidly acquired in the first few weeks of the program thanks to diligent study and practice. Or, such vocabulary may have been acquired through previous study of or experience with Khmer culture. However, knowledge of these items does not increase functional ability in the language. This is due largely to the vast grammatical differences between English and Khmer and the considerable negative influence of English grammar on the Novice learner’s attempts to produce grammatically correct utterances in Khmer.

- Number of vocabulary words and semantic domains increase, although practical conversation is still extremely limited.

- Functions limited to some courtesy formulas (ដែលបងាយ /t невоз naa/ ‘where are you going?’ ប្រកួតជំនួយ /cʰmnhəʔ ʔəʔ/ ‘what is your name?’ មាន់ ប្រកួតជំនួយ /sok សោបារ ំ / ‘how are you?’; listing, enumerating, mostly memorized phrases and sentences (ក្មេងរុក្កើត /coul ៃន naa/ ‘like very much’ បុរស /kdaw naa/ ‘very hot’ បែកប់ /pibaaak/ ‘difficult’ ក្មេងរុក្កើត /knom ៃន យោធន / ‘I don’t understand’

Content consists of common lexical items: a fairly high number of kinship terms, object names (especially classroom objects), places (especially buildings and establishments relative to the university environment, rooms of a house), food items, some colors, animals (list S.1.1)

- Mostly memorized material of three or four words dominates: ឱ្យទាន្លើ /daα leam/ ‘to walk about for fun or pleasure, with no particular reason or destination’
mإن ay tee/ ‘it’s nothing,’ ‘no problem,’ ‘you’re welcome’

◆ Use of memorized polite particles may appear at this level: ព្រះព្រះ /baat tee/
ព្រះព្រះ /caa tee/ ‘hyper-polite/respectful terms for agreement/affirmative response’

May repeat the question of the interlocutor when asked a question

Pronunciation continues to be strongly negatively influenced by native language; very
few learners at Novice-Mid level have overcome the specific phonetic problems noted
earlier in these guidelines

Learners have an awareness of constructions using the completion particle ព្រះ /baan/ but rarely independently apply it correctly. This goes as well for the correct
use of two-part verb forms used to indicate relative states of completion: ព្រះព្រះ /
sdap baan/ ‘to understand’ ព្រះព្រះ /m關� kempresa/ ‘to see’ ព្រះព្រះ /riem ceh/
‘to learn’; learners generally understand these forms when they hear them but rarely
produce them themselves, since this type of verb construction is not common in
English.

At this level of proficiency, learners have acquired a basic vocabulary of particles and
structures for discussing time in Khmer (list S.1.2), but often err in their time-related
constructions on the side of too much complexity...this is seen largely as an influence of
English and its tendency to be more specific than Khmer in the reporting of time and
tense. Thus, learners tend to overuse particles such as ព្រះ /baan/ (in its use as past-tense marker, preceding verbs) and ដង /nŋ/ (in its use as
future-tense marker preceding verbs). Native speakers tend to intuitively omit these
particles in colloquial speech unless absolutely necessary for clarification.

◆ At this level, learners rarely correctly apply the verbs តួ /tǐw/ and មក /mック/
in their role as indicators of action/motion away from/toward the speaker, respectively
It is expected that most learners will attain Novice-Mid proficiency in Khmer by the fourth or fifth week of SEASSI study, or by the end of the first semester of a full year program (approximately 80 instructional hours). A growing number of Heritage learners are beginning Intermediate class study at SEASSI at Novice-Mid proficiency (as of 2008), but if incoming learners are assessed at the lower margins of this level it must be considered whether or not they would be better served in the Beginning class.

**Novice-High**

Able to satisfy partially the requirement of basic communication exchanges by relying heavily on learned utterances but occasionally expands these through simple recombination of the elements of those utterances. Can ask questions or make statements involving learned material. Shows signs of spontaneity although this falls short of real autonomy of expression. Speech continues to consist of learned utterances rather than of personalized, situationally adapted ones, though many learners at this level are beginning to make forays into this area of proficiency. Vocabulary centers on areas such as basic objects, places, and the most common kinship terms. Pronunciation will most likely still be strongly influenced by first language. Errors (both phonetic and grammatical) are frequent and, in spite of repetition, some Novice-High speakers will have difficulty being understood even by sympathetic interlocutors.

Utterances remain choppy while at the same time tending towards too much complexity/specificity due to influence from English grammar

Learners at this level rarely independently construct well-formed Khmer topic comment sentences (as either statements or questions)

◆ Vocabulary has begun to become somewhat specialized/sophisticated relative to
the speakers’ field of work/study

Learners possess a basic vocabulary and command of structures relative to weekly topics focused on in the classroom: (list S.1.3) introductions/pleasantries; items and activities in the classroom; family and making reference to various life-states and rites of passage; food (eating and cooking); basic directions and location in space; work (including important related verbs) in a general sense; states of health and illness; very limited concepts relating to Khmer Buddhism, including rote memorization of one Buddhist chant; the physical environment and the weather; basic living tasks such as renting a hotel room; describing the purchase, selection and wearing of clothing.

Can understand many simple questions related to the above topics, but often has great difficulty creating an answer, especially if the larger context of the question is not crystal clear, if extralinguistic cues are not present, or if the learner is in doubt about what types or ranges of response are expected of her/him. Answer often takes a translated English form. For instance, repetition of verb used in the question (for either positive or negative responses), which is typical of correct Khmer grammar, is seldom used by learners at this level without prompting.

Shows awareness but limited control of classifier system and the most common classifiers (កីឡូ /kbaal/ ‘classifier for books’, ដំណោះ /caan/ ‘classifier for plates or dishes of food’ and possibly others used in discussing common objects such as books, which are found in the classroom, or food-related objects); only classifier somewhat consistently used is នំណុំ /neam/ ‘status-neutral classifier for humans’

♦ May use inappropriate pronouns (inconsistent with age difference/status level) and status-related verbs
♦ Partial control of adjectival words; typical errors include using verb “to be” with adjectives (ឆ្លងកាត់ /ciə lʔaa/ ‘good’ *របស់ /ciə tʰom/ ‘large or big’)
Can express likes and dislikes but not very effectively or with much nuance.

Most learners have at this level a fairly solid command of basic particles and constructions used to indicate simple causality, as well as particles and constructions used to expand and elaborate on statements (or to ask for elaboration from others):

- ‘because’ /piu prua/  
- ‘why?’ /hou /doucne/  
- ‘so,’ ‘therefore’

Can answer “A or B” type questions; can usually correctly ask and answer comparison and superlative questions which make comparisons and make reference to superlative states X nì y, nā t’om ciə/; ‘which of these two things is larger?’ /laan nī liə ciə kee/ ‘this car is fastest of all’

Learner begins to correctly use verbs used to show habitual action/states /nī /dael/ ‘to have ever’; /mīn dael/ ‘to have never’; /tlok/ ‘to be accustomed to, used to’; /ceh tae/ ‘habitually’.

Learner begins to correctly use a limited number of adverbial phrases constructed with the particle /tae/: /trow tae/ ‘must’ but probably not /kroən tae/ ‘only; solely; just’ or /lœk lœk tae/ ‘except’.

Learners at this level are beginning to gain control of some of the auxiliary uses of the verb /ʔaoy/ (as opposed to simply thinking of it as a direct translation of the English verb ‘to give’): /ʔaoy tīw/ ‘to order to go; to have go’ /ʔaoy təə/ ‘to order to do; to have do’ /ʔaoy kaa /ʔaoy/ ‘to work for’.

Can often get into but not out of situations.

It is expected that most learners will reach Novice-High proficiency level in Khmer by
the end of week eight of SEASSI or by the end of two semesters of a full-year Khmer course (approximately 160 instructional hours). Approximately 10-20% of Beginning class SEASSI Khmer learners reach Novice-High level by week 6 of SEASSI (120 instructional hours). Probably about 60% of Heritage learners at SEASSI enter Intermediate class at Novice High Proficiency.

**INTERMEDIATE**

The Intermediate level is characterized by the speaker’s ability to

1) create with the language by combining and recombining learned elements, though primarily in a reactive mode; 2) initiate, minimally sustain, and close in a simple way basic communicative tasks; and 3) ask and answer questions.

**Intermediate-level Errors**

Phonetically, learners at this level still often make many of the vowel distinction mistakes noted under the description of “Novice-level errors.” However, by this level improvement is shown in a number of areas. Also, it is important at this point to distinguish between Heritage learners (children of Khmer immigrants to the US with significant experience with the language in a home/family setting prior to undertaking formal study of the language) as opposed to non-native speakers of Khmer. To attain Intermediate-Low speaking proficiency, non-native speakers had to have completed the equivalent of 120-200 hours in a Beginning level Khmer instructional program. For Heritage learners, however, it is possible to begin formal study at this level solely based on home/family exposure to the language. It is also common for Heritage speakers to enter the Khmer language program at, say, Novice-mid, Novice-high or
Intermediate-Low speaking proficiency and within 20-40 hours of instruction shoot up to Intermediate-Mid level or higher. This is believed to be due to a solid foundation in Khmer grammar and phonology internalized by the Heritage learner in childhood, even if this proficiency is not readily observable at the time of intake assessment into the program.

In general, Intermediate Level learners continue to struggle with correct and consistent pronunciation of vowels such as /aə/ /iə/ and /aə/, though definite improvement can be seen in making distinctions between pairs which are problematic at the Novice level, such as /aə/ versus /ae/, /aə/ versus /aə/, and /aə/ versus /aə/. Most of these distinctions tend to be much less of a problem for Heritage speakers than for non-native speakers. Heritage and non-native speakers at this level do tend to both continue to have problems correctly producing final aspiration in words, as well as glottal stops and in general correctly producing unreleased final stops. This is seen in both types of learners as an influence from English phonetics, especially as regards unreleased final stop production. Both types of learners also continue to have a problem producing a true final /c/ or //footer stop, though there is marked improvement in this area compared to Novice level. Heritage learners have a particular difficulty distinguishing between final aspiration vs. a final glottal stop in words. This difficulty present in speech and hearing becomes acutely evident in the “invented spellings” of Heritage learners as their literacy education in Khmer progresses.

Yet another area in which many Heritage learner errors are seen is in the reduction of syllables in various Khmer dialects in particular and in colloquial speech in general. A
specific dialectal form of Khmer and/or colloquial speech is for many Heritage learners the only form of Khmer that they know. This causes difficulties in both hearing and producing correct forms, especially as regards the reduction of syllables. For instance, Heritage learners sometimes know the words /ʔəŋkuy/ 'to sit’ /ˈθəŋφənəŋ / CursorPosition Lunar Calendar ‘one hundred’ /pqɛəŋ/ ‘house’ and /ˈθəŋkuy/ ‘to write’ only as the reduced forms /kuy/, /mɔhʊy/, /dəŋ/ and /təsi/, respectively. Similarly, in another example, Heritage learners may hear (and produce) the words /pruəŋ/ ‘because’ and /piiruəŋ/ ‘beautiful or pleasing sound or music’ as the same word.

Intermediate level learners in general show much more consistent control over the production of aspirated vs. unaspirated initial consonants, as well as the distinction between /t/ and /tʰ/ , /d/ and /dʰ/ , and /b/ vs. /p/ . However, Heritage learners are seen as having an edge on non-native speakers in the control of the above sounds.

In the area of grammar, English grammar tends to show a significant negative influence on attempts at Khmer grammatical constructions by both Heritage and non-native learners. Some typical grammatical errors at this level include incorrect placement of /cuəŋ/ as an auxiliary verb (using the verb consistent in the way “help” would be used in English, which differs from correct Khmer usage), incorrect verb choice when Khmer uses several verbs to cover a semantic domain covered by only one verb in English (confusing the verbs /ceŋ/ ‘to know how to do something’ /dəŋ/ ‘to know a fact’ and /skoəŋ/ ‘to be acquainted with’; incorrect use of /ʔaŋwəŋ / as auxiliary verb (“We need help with this problem” /γəŋ ʔaŋ koət ʔaŋwəŋ mɔŋk/ vs. “We need help with this problem” /γəŋ ʔaŋ koət mɔŋk/ ‘we want her/him/them to...”
come`; incorrect choice of the infixed or root form of verbs with similar but different semantic domains (*ប្រើប្រាស់ /slap kost/ vs. ប្រើប្រាស់ /samlap kost/ ‘kill him/her/them’; បាល់ /caay peel/ vs. បាល់ /camnaay peel/ ‘to spend time`).

**INTERMEDIATE-LOW**

Able to handle successfully a limited number of interactive, task-orientated and social situations. Can ask and answer questions, initiate and respond to simple statements and maintain face-to-face conversation, although in a highly restricted manner and with much linguistic inaccuracy. Within these limitations, can perform such tasks as introducing self, ordering a meal, asking directions, and making purchases.

Vocabulary is adequate to express only the most elementary needs.

Misunderstandings frequently arise, but with repetition, the Intermediate-Low speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors.

◆ Conversation becomes interactive, participatory

◆ Can sustain conversation on familiar topics with sentence level discourse

Can express likes and dislikes in relation to themselves, though with limited control over nuanced verbs for expressing emotion (confusion of use of ស្វែង /coul cat/ ‘to like’ vs. ស្បែង /sralan/ ‘to love’; lack of more sophisticated emotional vocabulary, like ស្រោស /k`aak cat/ ‘to be disappointed’ និយម /touc cat/ ‘to feel slighted’ និយម /tv`a cat/ ‘to resign oneself; to give up trying’)

Can discuss familiar topics: family, living space, personal items

Emerging use of classifier system but not always with appropriate choices: e.g. incorrectly using ស្មោ /nea?/ ‘neutral classifier for humans’ for ស្មោ /taŋ/
'respectful, high-status classifier for monks, gods, royalty and Buddha images'

Some control of common classifiers, but not applied consistently or without prompting (Heritage speakers tend to have less of a problem with this): កញ្ចាង /k醜nlaen/ ‘classifier for places’ កញ្ចាង /kbaal/ ‘classifier for books, heads of cattle or other animals’ កញ្ចាង /cbap/ ‘classifier for volumes (of books), issues (of magazines, newspapers)’ កញ្ចាង /k醜cap/ ‘classifier for packages’

- Fairly consistent use of the aspect marker យារ /haay/ ‘post-verb, past tense/completion aspect marker’

  Uses S-V-O sentence order

- Uses yes-no questions but may give the inappropriate answer (តុះ /traw/ ‘correct’ rather than the repeated verb), consistently recognizes both បាក់ /k醜n/ min/ / ឱ /at/ ‘verb negation particles’ and ឱ /r السوق/ ‘question-final tag meaning “or not”’ as tags

  Uses appropriate noun-adjective order: ផ្លែងក្រុម /ph CWE teaw sʔaat/ ‘clean house’

  Can successfully get into and out of a simple role play/survival situation: buying a train ticket, etc.

- Incorrect use of the verb “to be” (ញ /ciə/ ) with adjectives still occurs, including among Heritage learners

It is expected that some 20% of SEASSI (non-native speaker) Khmer students will reach Intermediate-Low proficiency by Week Eight of Beginning Level study (160 hours of instruction), or in a semester-based program, the completion of two full semesters of study. All other learners should attain Intermediate-Low proficiency by the end of Week Two of Intermediate level study at SEASSI (40 instructional hours or 200 total instructional hours counted from the start of Beginning level study). This would
correspond to roughly half a semester of third semester Intermediate instruction in a semester-based non-intensive program. Heritage learners who begin Intermediate level instruction at the Novice-Mid or Novice-High speaking proficiency level may reach Intermediate-Mid as soon as the end of Week One of SEASSI (20 instructional hours).

**Intermediate-Mid**

Able to handle a variety of uncomplicated, basic communicative tasks and social situations. Can talk simply about self and family members. Can ask and answer questions and participate in simple conversations on topics beyond the most immediate needs; e.g., personal history and leisure time activities. This includes very basic discussion of fairly sophisticated topics such as the education, the basic tenets of Buddhism and events in the life of the Buddha; important events and concepts in Khmer history,(2.1) retellings of Khmer folk tales studied in class (រៀលឈ្មោះខ្មែរ ហ្សេវ៉េង/ ’The Tale(s) of Aa Lew’, រៀលឈ្មោះនាមខ្មែរ/ ’The Tale of Victorious Chey’ រៀលឈ្មោះនាមខ្មែរ ហ្សេវ៉េង/ ’Tale of the Elephant and the Ant’ រៀលឈ្មោះនាមខ្មែរ ហ្សេវ៉េង/ ’Tale of the Blind Boy and the Crippled Boy’).

Utterance length increases slightly, but speech may continue to be characterized by frequent long pauses, since the smooth incorporation of even basic conversational strategies is often hindered as the speaker struggles to create appropriate language forms. Although misunderstandings still arise, the Intermediate-Mid speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic native-speaking interlocutors.

- Can initiate within the context of the conversation
- Can ask for clarification, e.g., to see if the speaker is answering the right question
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Still has difficulty with the wide range of pronouns/kinship terms (Heritage learners less so)

Can manage conversation about everyday social life and academic topics studied thus far, but cannot deal with complex social situations or highly abstract conversations on those academic topics

Can elaborate and modify conversation with strings of sentences. Can do this best with topics such as shopping, food, everyday concerns, other self-centered topics, and to a lesser degree with academic topics covered thus far in class (education, basic history and Khmer cultural practices, folk tales, religion and the life of the Buddha)

Language is concrete and anecdotal

- Syntactically appropriate responses to verb + ទ /tee/ ‘yes–no question tag’ and ម /mee/ ‘question tag meaning “isn’t that so”; “right?”’
- increasingly sophisticated control of ម /cia/ ‘verb identifying permanent or essential states of being’ and ម /baan/ ‘particle having to do with completion’
- Uses simple modals such as ទ /dae/ ‘to have ever’ ត /taw tae/ ‘must’ ច /zaac/ ‘can, is able to’ ស /sramap/ ‘for; in order to’ ត /tew (titre) /kua tae/ ‘should’ fairly consistently

Correct classifier placement but still lacks control of full range of classifiers

- Uses limiters but mistakes are still common and frequent in their application/choice: យ /tiat/ ‘more’ យ /datay/ ‘other; different’ ត /ciə muay knia/ ‘together [with]’ យ /douc knia/ ‘to be the same [as]’ យ /dae/ ‘also’ យ /taw nigh/ ‘to have just’ (these are all less of a problem for Heritage learners)

- Begins to use serial verbs more consistently: ត /taw /ʔaoy ទ / ‘to order to go; to have go’ ត /taw /ʔaoy mək/ ‘to order to come; to have come’

- In general, begins to use the multi-use auxiliary verb ត /ʔaoy/ much more
consistently, but still with relatively frequent errors

- Begins to recognize and use pronoun/subject deletion (Example: ព្រះរុក្មុេ ក្នុង ថ្ងៃណាមិន /tǹw sʔaek/ instead of ក្នុង ថ្ងៃណាមិន /knom tǹw sʔaek/ ‘I’ll go/I’m going tomorrow’)

Can get into and out of a situation/role play without complication: renting a hotel room; discussing various elements and practices in Khmer culture/beliefs (list S.2.2).

It is expected that most learners will attain Intermediate-Mid level speaking proficiency by the end of Week Three (60 Intermediate instructional hours or a total of 220 instructional hours counted from the beginning of Beginning level study) of SEASSI, or approximately Week 11 of a third semester non-intensive Khmer course.

**Intermediate-High**

Able to successfully handle the most uncomplicated communicative and social situations. Can initiate, sustain, and close a general conversation with a number of strategies appropriate to a range of circumstances and topics, but errors are evident. Limited vocabulary still necessitates hesitation and may bring about slightly unexpected circumlocution. There is emerging evidence of connected discourse, particularly for simple narration and/or description. The Intermediate-High speaker can generally be understood even by interlocutors not accustomed to dealing with speakers at this level, but repetition may still be required.

- Emerging control of time period markers: ព្រះរុក្មុេ /prɪk/ ‘morning’ គ្នា /rʊsɪəl/ ‘early afternoon’ ម៉ូត /mʊət/ ‘early evening’ យាឡ្ /yup/ ‘night’

  Begins to self-correct
  Begins to explain and offer opinion
  Able to answer questions with more information than necessary. Volunteers
Can narrate a sequence of events with increased sophistication and nuance, but control of two part descriptive Khmer adjectives (មន្ត្រី /sʔaat baat/ ‘clean, neat, attractive’ មន្ត្រី /cɨn liən/ ‘advanced, developed’ មន្ត្រី /cbaʰ loəʰ/ ‘clear’ មន្ត្រី /caʔ sdaen/ ‘clear, certain’ មន្ត្រី /sruːl buəl/ ‘comfortable, pleasant’ is still quite limited, and may be practically non-existent in some learners, particularly non-native speakers.

Repeats same information with different variations, but does not give detailed “paragraph” links, especially involving the use of the particle ក /ka/ ‘particle which precedes verb phrases and indicates a semantic relationship between the phrase following it and an earlier occurring verb phrase’. In general, a good control and awareness of situations in which to use this particle can not really be expected below the Advanced speaking level. Its absence contributes to the general unsophisticated nature of oral “story telling” at this proficiency level.

- Use of more complicated time expressions: ប្រៃមុខ /cnam tiə/ ‘last year’ ប្រៃរៀន /bantac tiət/ ‘soon; in a little while’; possibly មន្ទីរព្យាយាម /muəy plɛt/ ‘in just a second/moment’ but not មន្ទីរព្យាយាម /ʔamban miŋ/ ‘just a moment ago; just now’.

(However, non-level-typical particles like this may be under the command of heritage speakers whom otherwise seem to fit in this level)

Can ask for clarification and reassurance

Begins to speak in “paragraphs”

- Emerging serial verbs; correct distinction of ទឹក + verb /caŋ/ ‘to want to [verb]’ vs. ទឹក + noun /caŋ baan/ ‘to want to acquire [noun]’

- Emerging ability to circumlocute to compensate for vocabulary deficiencies, e.g., របា /cbaʰ braa səmrəp leəŋ pləŋ/ ‘thing that one uses to
Begins to distinguish between formal speech; i.e. vocabulary choice and grammatical constructions used for communicating information in stylized and formal settings, especially the communicating of information to mass audiences such as in news reporting and advertising. At this level, very little if any improvisation is possible in such contexts, but learners familiarize themselves with this specialized vocabulary and stylized grammatical constructions (list S.2.3) via the memorization of phrases learned from studying news stories and print, television and radio advertising in Khmer, and then performing those phrases in various classroom projects. Another source of this formal vocabulary, much of it poetic and Pali-Sanksrit in origin (list S.2.4), is the study of popular song lyrics in Week Five of Intermediate level Khmer study at SEASSI.

Non-native speaking learners who begin Intermediate level Khmer study at SEASSI at the Novice-High or Intermediate-Low speaking level should attain Intermediate-High proficiency by the end of either Week Four or Week Five of SEASSI (60-80 instructional hours at the Intermediate level, 220-240 total instructional hours counting from the start of Beginning level study). Non-native speaking learners in a non-intensive semester-based program should attain this level by the end of the third semester of study or the first few weeks of the fourth semester. Heritage learners who begin Intermediate study at a Novice-High or Intermediate-Low proficiency can be expected to reach Intermediate-High speaking proficiency by the end of the third or fourth week of study. Prediction of attainment of a specific level of speaking proficiency for Heritage speakers becomes particularly difficult from this level upwards, due to the vast variation in individual experience with the language, level of internalization of grammar prior to beginning formal study, and focus and commitment to the language.
learning program. That is, some Heritage learners adopt an attitude at the Intermediate-Mid level that their command of Khmer is "sufficient" and resist the work necessary for steady improvement upwards.

**ADVANCED**

The Advanced level is characterized by the speaker’s ability to 1) converse in clearly participatory fashion; 2) initiate, sustain, and bring to closure a wide variety of communicative tasks, including those that require an increased ability to convey meaning with diverse language strategies due to a complication or an unforeseen turn of events; 3) satisfy the requirements of school and work situations; and 4) narrate and describe with paragraph-length connected discourse. Phonetic errors are still evident at this level, more so for non-native learners than for Heritage learners. In general errors are of the same types discussed in the Novice and Intermediate sections of this document, but due to wide individual variation it’s difficult to predict which errors are more common, if any.

One well-known problem with learners at this level is fossilized errors (of the types described earlier) which may, at this point, be with the learner for the rest of their life. Generally, however, due to increasingly solid command of grammar and sheer fluency of speech, learners at and beyond Advanced-level proficiency tend to be able to make themselves understood to most native speakers in spite of their phonetic errors.

**Advanced -Low**

Able to satisfy the requirements of everyday situations and routine school and work
requirements. Can handle with confidence but not with facility complicated tasks and social situations, such as elaborating, complaining, and apologizing. Can narrate and describe with details, linking sentences together smoothly. Can communicate facts and talk casually about topics of current and personal interest, using general vocabulary. Shortcomings can often be smoothed over by communicative strategies, such as pause fillers, stalling devices, and different rates of speech. Circumlocution which arises from vocabulary or syntactic limitations very often is quite successful, though some groping for words may still be evident. The Advanced-Low level speaker can be understood without difficulty by native interlocutors.

Paragraph length discourse and complexity increase significantly; uses time markers appropriately and consistently:  

- /tolower ni/ ‘right now’
- /sapatay ni/ ‘these days’
- /kaalmun/ ‘before’
- /cuənkal/ ‘once in a while’
- /taamməddaa/ ‘usually; regularly’
- /tuənby/ ‘although; even though’
- /baannəy/ ‘means that’

Can describe in detail using increasingly nuanced and sophisticated adjectives, but use of two-part descriptive adjectives is still inconsistent, particularly among non-native speakers.

It is expected that most non-native speaking Intermediate level class learners at SEASSI will attain Advanced-Low speaking proficiency by the end of Week Eight of SEASSI (160 instructional hours or 320 total instructional hours counting from the start of Beginning level study). It is expected that learners in a non-intensive, semester-
based program will attain Advanced-Low proficiency by the end of the fourth semester of Khmer study. Heritage learners, on the other hand, can often attain Advanced-Low speaking proficiency by the end of Week Six of SEASSI (120-140 hours of Intermediate level instruction) if they began the program with at least Intermediate-Low proficiency.

Advanced-Mid

Can compare and contrast with increasing sophistication

Fairly consistent use of register changes: proper reference to monks, superiors, etc.

(list S.3.1)

- Fairly consistent use of causative /tvaʔʔaoy/ ‘to cause to, to be the cause of [verb phrase]’
- Consistent control of indefinites: /neʔ naa/ ‘who; whomever’ /muay naa/ ‘which’ /ʔowʔy/ ‘what’
- Fairly consistent use of /baan tee/ ‘is [that] possible?’ ‘can [you] do that?’ in appropriate tag questions
- Fairly consistent control of particles used to connect sentences in sequence: e.g., A ruac B /A ruac B/ ‘A occurred, then afterwards B occurred’
- Consistent control of relative clauses; uses /dael/ ‘which, who’ with few if any errors
- Control of modals: /muk ciə/ ‘will probably’ /daəmbəy/ ‘for the purpose of’ vs. /səmrəp/ ‘for, in order to’ (Heritage students will generally show more facility with this distinction than non-natives)
- Use of /yaŋ/ /baep/ and /rəbiəp/ all meaning ‘type, way, kind’ with verbs and with /niʔ/ ‘this’ and /nuʔ/ ‘that’
• Use of negatives with serial verbs: ឃុំវិញឈ្មោះ /tʰvə m̄n ruac/ ‘cannot do; impossible to do’ នឹង្ឈ្នះមីវេ /luuk m̄n dal/ ‘cannot reach’ គឺសំណុំខ្លួនឯង / niyəy m̄n ceŋ/ ‘can’t find the words for’

• Use of transitive markers: រីឈឈ /rī kʰa/ ‘or…’  ‘possibly then, on the other hand…’ ក្លាហ្វ់ /kt tʰaa/ ‘to think that’ ក្លាលាម /smaan tae/ ‘to suppose or imagine that’

Can get into, through, and out of a situation with a significant complication

Appropriate use of ឃុំវិញ /m̄n baan/ + verb ‘did not; cannot’

Can discuss in a very basic fashion concepts related to Khmer poetry and literature, including identifying and making reference to the salient features of traditional literary genres (list S.3.2)

Can discuss haltingly and with some prompting Khmer history and politics, using increasingly sophisticated “educated vocabulary” (list S.3.3)

Can discuss topics such as history, politics, music and film with educated Khmer native speakers and present, however haltingly, opinions on these topics

Can present from memory (using a fair number of memorized phrases) one’s main academic or work interests in Khmer; describe one’s intended research in Cambodia; etc.

At this level it is increasingly difficult to predict, given individual variations in learner background and experience (e.g. time spent in Cambodia between Intermediate and Advanced level formal study), proficiency levels that learners will “typically” reach after a given number of instructional hours. So keep in mind that the total number of hours given here become less and less easily predictable as definable standards.

That said, it can be reasonably assumed that the majority of non-native speaking
learners who begin Advanced SEASSI study at Advanced-Low proficiency level will achieve Advanced-Mid proficiency by the completion of Week Four of Advanced level study, which is 80 instructional hours at the Advanced level or 400 cumulative instructional hours from the start of Beginning level study. This would be equivalent to the completion of five semesters of non-intensive study in a semester-based university program. A very rare few non-native speaking learners may reach Advanced-Mid level by the end of Intermediate study or by the completion of the first two weeks of Advanced study (320-360 instructional hours), but this is extremely rare indeed and almost unheard of. For Heritage learners, however, it is not uncommon for learners to move from Intermediate-Low or Mid proficiency at the beginning of Intermediate level study to Advanced-Mid proficiency by the end of Week Eight of Intermediate SEASSI study (160 Intermediate instructional hours). The above progression describes roughly 40% of all SEASSI Intermediate class Heritage learners.

Advanced-High

Able to satisfy a broad variety of everyday, school and work situations, Can discuss concrete topics relating to particular interests and special fields of competence. There is emerging evidence of ability to support opinions, explain in detail, and hypothesize. The Advanced-High speaker often shows a well-developed ability to compensate for an imperfect grasp of some forms with confident use of communicative strategies, such as paraphrasing and circumlocution. Differentiated vocabulary and intonation are effectively used to communicate the fine shades of meaning. The Advanced-High speaker often shows remarkable fluency and ease of speech but under the demands of Superior-level, complex tasks, language may break down or prove inadequate.

- Partial control of baseline requirements for Superior level
Common elaborate structures begin to appear in narration: krup baep yaan / ‘every way / type possible’ ; ‘in every respect’ ; yoc k cat tuk da? / ‘to pay attention [to] ; to concentrate [on] ; to focus [on] ; យកច / ‘at the least’ ; ក  / ‘older people worthy of respect’ ; /srul mi srul / ‘in any case’ ; ‘whatever the case may be’

Emerging control of polite vs. common terms; use of particle which precedes verbs preceding verbs to show respect/status differences

Structural accuracy compensates for pronunciation errors, many pronunciation errors will still be present, some fossilized and quite difficult to permanently correct at this point, especially in non-native speakers

Begins to use high level discourse markers and clause relators: yuu yuu mdan / ‘once in a while’ ; … /kadaoy / ‘framing structure used to list and group verbs or nouns deemed semantically related by the speaker’ ; ……  /peel naa … peel ni / ‘whenever X occurs, at that time Y will also occur or be the case’ ;  /tεo  / ‘everything including item A, and also item B as well’ ; verb1 + /verb1 banaa verb2 banaa/ ‘to do verb1 at the same time one is doing verb2’ ; /mun ni / ‘before X comes/came to pass’ ; verb phrase1 + /tεo/ + verb phrase2 ‘when and only when verb phrase 1 occurs, then and only then can verb phrase 2 occur’ ; /kraw pii / ‘outside of; irrespective of’ ; /daoy saa / ‘by means of’ ; /taoy tae/ ‘provided that’ ; /baan ci / ‘is the reason that’
Emergent control of a wider range of stock idiomatic time-related phrases such as យ�� មាឡ បៅ /yuu na h moek haey/ 'a long time [ago]'; ការណ៍ដែលឈ្មោះ /kaal niw pii touc/ 'when [I] was young'.

Command of discourse strategies and vocabulary (especially educated and poetic vocabulary) described for Advanced-Mid at an even deeper, more sophisticated level, with evidence of a much larger vocabulary of this type (list S.3.4)

It is expected that perhaps 50-60% of non-native speaking learners who enter Advanced level study at SEASSI with an Advanced-Low speaking proficiency will potentially attain Advanced-High speaking proficiency by the completion of Eight Weeks of study. This is equivalent to six semesters of non-intensive university study of Khmer, or roughly 480 instructional hours (counting from Beginning-level study). It should be noted again that such predictions at this point are highly speculative and unreliable, and that in the present SEASSI Khmer Coordinator’s experience teaching at 10 SEASSIs from 1990-2008, he has seen only one non-native speaking student reach Advanced-High speaking proficiency (after the completion of Eight Weeks of Advanced level SEASSI study).

Heritage learners, depending on their individual background, could easily reach Advanced-High speaking proficiency by Week Four of SEASSI Advanced class, assuming they entered the program with Intermediate-High or Advanced-Low proficiency. It should also be mentioned that currently SEASSI is not equipped to sufficiently handle or challenge learners who come to the program with a speaking proficiency of Advanced-High or above (assuming a comparable proficiency in literacy, which will almost certainly be present in non-native speakers and Heritage speakers...
alike at this speaking level), and that such learners would be better served by study in the ASK (Advanced Study or Khmer) program in Cambodia, or by individual university-level or independent study in Cambodia.

**SUPERIOR**

The Superior level is characterized by the speaker's ability to 1) participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics: 2) support opinions and hypothesize using native-like discourse strategies.

**Superior -Low**

Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, professional and abstract topics. Can discuss special fields of competence and interest with ease. Can support opinions and hypothesize, but may not be able to tailor language to audience or discuss in depth highly abstract or unfamiliar topics. Usually the Superior-Low level speaker is only partially familiar with regional or dialectical variants. The Superior-Low level speaker commands a wide variety of interactive strategies and shows good awareness of discourse strategies. Discourse strategies show an emergent ability to distinguish main ideas from supporting information through syntactic, lexical and suprasegmental features (pitch, stress, intonation). However, fluid use of these features still lags behind recognition/awareness of them and their absence or periodic misuse clearly distinguishes the Superior-Low speaker from most native speakers.

In the case of Heritage learners, this same distinction separates them from Khmers
who grew up and were schooled in Cambodia. Sporadic errors still occur, particularly in low-frequency structures and some complex high-frequency structures more common to formal writing; some patterns of error may be evident. Errors do not disturb the native speaker or interfere with communication in most circumstances.

Elaborates and supports one’s ideas and opinions

Able to comment and criticize in an appropriate manner

Able to modify one’s speech to the audience

◆ Emergent use of the hortatory/“conversation participation assurance” particle /na/, though may not have complete control over its several morphological variants conditioned by final consonant, emotional state, etc.

◆ Emergent use of high level colloquial discourse markers: /tee dəŋ/ ‘particle expressing doubt or an unsure opinion; “who knows?”’ /məən ?əŋcəŋ/ ‘isn’t that right?’; ‘whaddya think, am I right or what?’ /na bəŋ na/ ‘whaddya say”? huh? huh? ’ /məən həŋ/ ‘so; therefore’

◆ Consistent and clear use of the restrictor /tʰaa/ in combinations with other discourse particles to create complex reporting of thoughts and states: (/tʰaa / rɪŋ muəŋ kə ?at) ‘I whether or not’

◆ Solid and consistent control of polite (or formal) vs. common, colloquial terms:
 /piʔsaa/ ‘to eat; respectful/high status second or third person verb’; /prɵk / barip’hook/ ‘extremely formal verb meaning to eat’; /məən prəsaʰ/ ‘high status verb meaning to speak’; /səmraaŋ/ ‘high status/respectful second or third person verb meaning to sleep’ /swaaməŋ / ‘husband’
(respectful/formal) ’  ព្រីម្រវ /pʰɛʔ预料yə/  ‘wife (respectful/formal); គ្រូវ /koʔmaa/
‘child (formal/literary/royal)

◆ Fairly consistent use of colloquial supplication markers such as ឈាន់ (ta Nh) /ta Nh /
’tiw/  ‘let’s go’  ‘let’s get outta here’  and សុី /pʰʔaŋ/  ‘request-softening supplication
marker’

◆ Emergent controlled use of commonly reduced morphological forms such as ម- /ma/ for ម្រី /muəy/  ‘one’; ព្រឹ /pon/ / ព្រឹញ /ponna/ for ព្រឹង /pontae/
‘but; however’

◆ Emergent use of playful/joking language, including stock phrases such as សុី /ce Nh taa /ce Nh taa /‘aw, you’re just saying that’; រៀងវាពីរមាង /niyay taa ruʔ moa/  ‘running one’s mouth off; talking just to hear the sound of one’s own voice’

Superior -High

Emergent ability to tailor language to different audiences (both in formal and familiar
situations, speaking to educated and uneducated listeners) and emergent ability to
discuss in depth highly abstract topics. The Superior-High level speaker shows an
emergent familiarity with two or three regional or dialectical variants, including the
ability to identify salient dialectical features and to mimic them. The Superior-High level
speaker commands a wide variety of interactive strategies and is beginning to show a
quite finely-tuned awareness of discourse strategies. Discourse strategies show an
solid and sophisticated ability to distinguish main ideas from supporting information
through syntactic, lexical and suprasegmental features (pitch, stress, intonation).
Sporadic errors still occur, particularly in low-frequency structures and some complex
high-frequency structures more common to formal writing, but no patterned errors are
evident. Errors do not disturb the native speaker or interfere with communication.
The baseline features cited for the Superior-Low level all apply to Superior-High level, with the added qualification that most of the features identified as “emergent” for Superior-Low can now be considered “fairly consistent.”

Use of the hortatory/“conversation participation assurance” particle មាន /na/ shows near-perfect control over its several morphological variants conditioned by final consonant, emotional state, etc. (/ʔənə/, etc.)

Emergent to consistent use of a wider range of high level colloquial discourse markers than those assumed for Superior-Low level: ប្រុងប្រែ /ponnəŋʔæŋ/ “exactly to that extent” ប្រុងប្រំ /tae ponnaŋʔæŋ/ ‘only to that extent’ ប្រុងប្រំ /ʔæŋ tae/ ‘almost’ ប្រុងប្រំ /ʔɛm/ ‘then’ ប្រុងយូង /riəp tae/ ‘just about to’ ប្រុងប្រំ /hiəŋ niəŋ/ ‘just about to’ ប្រុងប្រំ /miən tae/ ‘there’s no other option/choice but to’ ប្រុង ប្រុង /komʔæŋ tae/ ‘provided that not’ ប្រុង /kraŋ loo/ ‘to be afraid / worried / suspicious that’ ប្រុង /ponnəŋ ʔæŋ/ ‘to an expansive/excessive state,’ ‘as much as you could imagine’

Emergent use of colloquial expressive/emotional markers, including those typical of modern Phnom Penh dialect and popular media speech: ណៅ /ʔæŋ toəŋ maŋ/ ‘doesn’t that take the cake’; ‘now I’ve seen everything’; លោក /putthoo/ ‘oh, my god!’; ដេស /tee taa/ ‘only to that extent’ ‘surprisingly’ ‘only’; verb1 + ឈុី /kee/ + verb2 + ឈុី /ʔæŋ/ ‘structure acknowledging the situating of one’s actions in a larger social context, often with negative connotations or reference to “loss of face”’

Emergent use of constructions and particles used to indicate conditional situations, contrary-to-fact states and contrary-to-expectation evaluations of situations: <ក្មែរ /kom tae/ + restrictive or constrained situation + ក្មែរ /komʔæŋ/ + unrestricted situation > ‘if it wasn’t for the fact that [restrictive or constrained situation] were the
case, then [unrestricted situation]; could freely occur; ផង /pʰəŋ/ (as contrary-to-assumption indicator) ; ទោស /məŋ/ (indicator of “solely” or “only, to that extent”;
often expresses surprise on the part of the speaker that another person would assume
an opposing view’ verb + ប្រញឹត /bəndaoy/ = ‘directly’; ‘right away’”

Displays emergent use of a range of items indicative of near-native fluency which are not necessarily a part of baseline Superior-Level requirements; this include but are not limited to:

- Specialized vocabulary vs. general term for same concept
- Humor, including wordplay and “Spoonerisms” (ក្រមក្រម៉ាស់់)
- Use of a range of well-known Khmer proverbs, inserted appropriately in everyday speech (list S.4.1)
- Decorated and elaborate speech
  - Speechifying